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KNOW THY ENEMIES

Over the last 2 years, it has come to light, that the Deep State within the USA is an organisation that runs autonomously to the US
Government and is purportedly coordinated out of the UK. It is surmised they receive their directions from the Pilgrim Society and
Privy Council out of the UK. They stonewall Executive Orders, slow walk everything, they can't be fired, they head up the most
important positions in the administration and they rotate positions regularly.
They are known as the Senior Executive Service (SES) and are regarded as being an insurrection army installed to assist in the
overthrow of the USA. There are currently about 10,000 SES working in the USA. Ex-President Obama installed about 8,000 SES
members prior to leaving the White House and these are regarded as being the leftover Obama Army, where Obama is said to be still
running the White House from his Bunker in DC.
Just to give you an idea of how pervasive the SES is, Secretary of State,Mike Pompeo is SES, AG Bill Barr is SES. For definitive
proof of the SES infiltration, open HERE.
Now, read the following article below from CAIRNS NEWS that have done a fantastic job in investigative journalism:

Morrison, Andrews and Halton in big, dirty vaccine deal

You will read: "Jane Halton, the former Australian Senior Executive Service member".
Yes believe it or not, there are about 1,200 SES Members in Australia.
Can this be construed to be Australia's Deep State that works for the Pilgrim Society and the UK Privy Council and NOT We The
People?
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Does this explain the Globalist (aka Pilgrim Society) push for The Great Reset and Australia's Vaccine Agenda, especially since
British Pirbright Has Been Busted for the Coronavirus Hoax and the British Origins Of The Coronavirus Further Confirmed?

The following Situation Update may help clarify what's coming down in the near future. If the actions described are true, then the
course of The Great Reset may change - there is hope. If SES Members in the USA are all arrested for Treason, there may be flow
on effects around the world.

Seen on FB
I have some intel on the Qantas mandate for vax but I can’t comment as I’ll surely lose my job . Qantas was visited by Jane Halton some weeks ago .
She is one of the most satanic public servants I know . She’s on the board of the Covid Advisory Board . Basically she gave Qantas an ultimatum.. get
all employees and passengers in masks and require vaccination certificates for O/S travel and we will allow you to resume international operations.
Masks became mandatory for employees within 5 days of her visit, cloth masks are being made and we are told we will need to wear them as a
‘uniform item’ for 2 years . Vaccines for employees are going to be part of new work agreement and passenger vaccine Certs to travel by midway
through next year . The only way around this is to be very vocal and write into the company expressing your non consent for travel vaccination. I’ve
been with this company for over 30 years and I can tell you boycotting them after the fact won’t help. but I have seen many proposed changes fall
over when customers wrote in and expressed their concerns . They want customers and they will listen , especially as they are vulnerable right now .
But it must be now not later ! Share this widely!

Whilst we are waiting for the arrests, it is NOW TIME TO FLOOD Qantas with your comments - the
time is now. Go onto their FB page, Alan Joyce's FB page, email Qantas etc etc. Do not wait until
this is implemented as it is so much harder to 'undo' these things.
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